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So, you have finally figured out about How To Bet.

Or maybe you still have not heard about the National Football League betting podcast that is

taking the country by storm: How To Bet.

The show, co-hosted by Daryl Fein and Sean “The Genius” Miller, enters its 14th week Wednesday

as Fein and Miller talk all about Week 13 of the NFL. The podcast, with the accompanying shorter

shows, such as the Parlay Power Plays of the Week, Top 5 Bets of the Week, and NFL Betting

Lines- Odds and Line Comparison, as well as the new NCAA Football and over under segment,

have all proven to be big hits as the NFL gears up for the middle part of the 2021 campaign.

“I think we have been pretty successful with the show so far,” Miller said. “The picks have been

good, we have had some interesting guests. But the main thing for us is, I think we have been able

to put out a good product that is equal parts entertaining, informative, and on point. The How to

Bet podcast is only going to get better each week.”

Along with the podcasts, Miller also posts stories on the How to Bet website for the Thursday

Night Football Bets, the Sunday Night  Football Bets , the Monday Night Football Bets, and an

overview of the whole week’s upcoming NFL Betting Lines, including all the opening lines and the

current spreads, so bettors can have up to date lines all the way up until kickoff.

One of those things Miller spoke about was the new total plays, underdog or plus-money wagers,

and the proposition (prop) bets. They debuted in the stories for Week 5, and have kept the popular

segment going.

“Yeah, I think that is something that Daryl and I talked about over the last couple weeks,” Miller

said. “Many people bet on the NFL games in different ways: you might bet on the underdogs, while

I usually like to take the favorites. But there are so many ways to win money playing the NFL.

“The other thing about the prop bets and the parlays, for example, is that you don’t need to hit as

many to win more money. The prices are higher, so if you play them well, you can do really well,

like we did last week on the Bills.”
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Fein and Miller have been taking the questions from watchers and listeners as well, and have tried

to showcase a different part of sports gambling each week. Since there are still so many people

that are new to online sports betting, with that number increasing weekly as new states legalize

gambling, there will always be someone that is tuning in for the first time, trying to gain some

insight to win some money.

“I think that is what we have to remember,” Miller said. “For every person that has been betting on

NFL games since they were running to Columbia Bagels to get the Sunday Daily News 20 years

ago, there is another that has just found an interest in sports betting. I think that is the good thing

about this show: we are able to do a good job picking the games- well, most weeks, I like to think-

but we also give people other options.

“Of course, we have the parlay part of the show, and that is my favorite way to bet on games,

whether it is the NFL or Premier League. But we spoke about teasers last week, and this week we

have some great props. I have to thank everyone for watching so far, and I hope they all keep

tuning in to How To Bet.”

So tune in every Wednesday to the How To Bet podcast, so we can all learn how to be a better

bettor.

About HowToBet .com

HowToBet.com offers one of the world’s most comprehensive betting guides that can be accessed

via a user-friendly web app. Its mission is to help make online betting safe, fun and as easy as

performing a search on the web.

There are already more than 400+ how-to guides freely available, all written by seasoned betting

professionals. More guides are being added on a weekly basis in a continued effort to educate

anyone interested in what is now a $199 billion betting industry. For more details, visit:

https://www.howtobet.com/about-us/.

 

 

About Raketech

 

Raketech was founded as an online poker affiliate that focused on lead generation for

the Scandinavian market. Today, Raketech is an award-winning iGaming affiliate company

with its sights set on areas that the team finds fun, exciting, and important. Raketech also

powers HowToBet.com, a reliable, user-friendly, educational gambling site providing

"Data-Driven Betting Guides" in all its forms.
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